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VERYL FULLER [VOL. 36, No. 4] and is at a distance which has proven to be sufficient for most types of auroras.
The distance between the two stations was determined quite accurately by triangulation, using data and base-lines established previously, by the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey and the Land Office. Because of poor weather conditions it was necessary to turn the angles at night using gasoline lanterns as targets. Photographic equipment.--The photographic equipment used here consists of two special cameras constructed by Karl ()rmestad in Oslo, Norway, according to a design originating with Professor Carl St6rmer •. They are so constructed that six pictures may be taken on one plate in rapid succession by a simple movement of the lens. Adjustment for vertical swing is accomplished by mounting the camera on a gimbal. Thumb-nuts hold the camera in any vertical position. The horizontal adjustment consists of a swivel in the tripod-head. The shutter is a rectangular metal cover hinged to the camera-frame and is of the right size to cover the lens in each of its six positions. This is operated by a small crank at the top of the instrument. The lens is a Hugo Meyer Kino Plusmat having an aperture ratio of f:l.5 and a focal length of 50 mm. The camera is mounted on a sturdy tripod when in use. Each camera is equipped with twelve 9 by 12 cm single, metal plate-holders, carrying-case, ground-glass, lens cleaner, and dark cloth.
Some minor additions and alterations were made in order to make the instruments easier to use with the scheme of ob ervation employed here. The view-finders with which the cameras were originally equipped were not suited to them since they did not show the same size of field of view as the size of picture taken and were besides difficult to use at night. These were replaced by a simple box-type finder which has proven much more Horizontal circles divided in degrees were put on the gimbal-frame for the purpose of approximate orientation in a horizontal circle. By establishing a true north-and-south line at each station it is easy by the use of these circles to set the cameras at the two stations so that the optical axis of each has the same azimuth.
Vertical circles with levels were also put on the cameras in order that the approximate elevation of the optical axis could be determined. This circle with its level also serves to set the cameras for the purpose of taking the series of star pictures for constructing the "network" charts used in The transmitter uses the series Colpitts circuit employing two --01A tubes in parallel. The transmitter has proven to be stable in operation and very dependable.
The receiver is the ordinary three-tube regenerative detector-circuit using capacity~coupling to the antenna and needs no description.
The transmitter and receiver are both mounted in a light yet substantial plywood case, provided with a strip for carrying.
The same antenna and counterpoise are used for both receiving and sending as are also the "A" and "B" batteries. A push-button operated change-over switch, which is conveniently located for the operator, makes this possible.
Time was kept by a Waltham watch and checked against standard time-signals as often as possible, on an average of three times a week. Its rate was found to be fairly constant and had a mean of 0.093 second per hour. A pendulum-clock was available but its rate was unreliable and it was located in an inconvenient place for observational purposes.
"Network" charts--In order to measure the parallax shown by the auroral negatives, charts of the same size as the enlarged negatives are necessary. These consist of right-ascension and declination circles having the distortion due to the camera lens and the projector lens introduced in their construction. By having a large number of these charts representing different parts of the sky along the meridian it is possible to measure the parallax directly with a minimum of preliminary calculation. adds to the difficulty. However, the making of them by this method, long as it is, saves much time over the method of calculating the "network" from the empirical equation for the distortion of the camera lens and proiector lens. So far only fifteen of these charts have been made; however, these are made for use in the part of the sky where most of the aurora photographs which are good can be calculated.
The method of preparing these charts, which is due to Professor
¾isual record of aurora---It is not always possible to send observers to Station No. 2 in time to obtain observations before the display has ended and sometimes the display is so weak that it is inadvisable to make an attempt to make photographic observations. It is, therefore, with this in mind that a record is kept of all displays observed. This record is kept in tabular form that the data may serve to correlate other natural pheomena with the aurora or to determine frequency-or timecurves.
The record includes the following data as shown by the column headings of Table 1. ( 
